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Charlevoix’s Isle of Pines (Holy Island)
A Story of Real Estate, Religion and Retreat
by Joel VanRoekel

Like many northern Michigan locales, Lake
Charlevoix’s history books include stories of ships,
pioneers, lumber, fish, and struggles to build a good
life. A chapter in our past that makes our Lake
unique, centers around a small island just south of
the Ironton Ferry. Holy Island is 11 acres of rocky,
dense woods, with cottages lining either side of
Greenleaf Avenue, the island’s only road. The oldest of these quiet residences is pushing 90 years but
a more notorious side to the island developed
7 decades earlier.
In the mid-19th century, according to one
report, self-crowned King, James Jessie Strang, the
leader of the Mormon Church on Beaver Island,
explored Pine Lake (Lake Charlevoix) looking
for places of value to the “Saints.” As they were
heading toward what is now East Jordan, they
came upon an island where they camped overnight.
Strang’s group gathered berries, caught trout and
game, and during the feast that ensued, declared
that there was to be a “Feast of First Fruits” to be
held there on the first Sabbath after the full moon
of August. Strang had a vision that the island
would become sacred and devoted only to the
worship of God. It was also the perfect place to
hold feasts and revelries where the “Gentiles” in
Charlevoix wouldn’t disturb them. These feasts
lasted for several days and usually included roasting an ox or other animal big enough to feed the
large body of worshippers. There was even mention that the island might become the headquarters
of a colony to be established on Pine Lake.
Over time, Strang and his group gathered
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enough power and political control that when the
growing rift between his “Saints” and the local
“Gentiles” became intolerable, a group of settlers
invaded Beaver Island, assassinated Strang, burned
his fortress, and scattered his followers. With the
Mormon dominance gone, Holy Island saw few
visitors until the 1880’s. At that time, a land patent
was issued to a Sam J. Phillips from Chicago who
then sold it to a Nelson Daniels and Col. O.F. Wisner in 1883. They cleared rubbish from the island
and attempted to section off 60-foot lots and sell
them for $35 to $100 in hopes of forming a resort
community. There is no record of any construction
on the island to this point.
For unknown reasons the island was then
sold to William Curtis in 1900, and finally to I.B.
McLean of Lansing in 1912. McLean knew that he
had a resort lover’s gem in the island, renamed it
the “Isle of Pines” and re-platted it into 50- foot
lots that were offered for $300 each. He published
beautiful multi-page brochures and even authored
a 13-page booklet titled “History and Legend of
Holy Island.” McLean waxed poetically of “virgin
pines, water famous for bathing, excellent game
fishing, and three fine golf courses within minutes
of the Isle of Pines.” His brochure closed with the
assurance that “this island offers sure refuge from
the tourist pest . . . and is a secluded spot that is
free from this annoyance.”
McLean built the first cottage on the island in
1925 with rocks retrieved from the shoreline. His
daughter Mickey described the rocking process
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Presidential Meanders Standing Watch
by Dan Mishler

Oh what a Lake we have! I’m writing this the day after what will likely be our last “out for dinner by
boat” for the season, and I’m still in awe of the beauty of our Lake. I hope that never wears off. Along our
ride we checked on a few phragmites stands that had recently been treated and I’m happy to report that the
plants were looking quite sick. Thanks to our many volunteers, it appears that we had another successful year of phragmites treatment.
The tenacity of phragmites is impressive though. In many places where we aren’t thorough or if we miss a plant or two, it comes raging
back, and if left for a couple years, a large stand returns. Vigilance and consistency are a must!
As I think about the larger role of LCA, and of our responsibility as individuals, our phragmites program illustrates to me how we
must approach our care of this Lake. It also points out one of the biggest challenges we face in getting people onboard. The phragmites
threat is visible and immediate, which makes it much easier for folks to understand. Most of us have seen the acres and acres of 16 foot
tall stands of phragmites elsewhere, and there is no doubt in anyone’s mind that we must prevent that from happening here. As a result,
nearly everyone was onboard with that program as soon as they learned of the threat. Other threats are more subtle, and even the experts
can’t predict with certainty what the next big thing will be. The subtlety of the threat, along with how clean and perfect our Lake is right
now, makes gaining support for preventative measures more difficult, our big challenge.
It’s hard to foresee in Lake Charlevoix a fertilizer-fed algae bloom like the one that shut down the Toledo water supply from Lake
Erie this summer, or excessive weed growth and green murky water that plagues so many downstate lakes. Are any of those possible
here? We have Cladophora, a green algae capable of proliferating if given the right nutrients. It shows up now in small patches where
nutrients are getting into the Lake. Will too much fertilizer washing into the Lake cause a larger “bloom” here? It could. I must admit
that I cringe, wonder and worry each time I see someone spreading fertilizer right along the shoreline. Wouldn’t it be awful to think we
contributed to an algae bloom?
Your LCA Board appreciates that individual property owners have the right to manage their property as they wish, as long as they follow DEQ and local ordinances. (Did you
We thank you very
know that ordinances in 4 of the townships that front Lake Charlevoix prohibit the use of
much for your support.
pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers in the first 25-50 feet above the high water mark?) We
see the LCA role as educational, around possible outcomes of our actions, and around best
This newsletter and
management practices. To accomplish this educational outreach, LCA’s Lake Guardian Promany other educational
gram was conceived. We believe functional and aesthetically pleasing waterfronts can also
protect the Lake we all love! We also believe that people will make Lake-friendly choices
efforts are made
if they understand the importance of their actions. We hope you will join us in “Standing
possible through LCA
Watch” and become an LCA member and a Lake Guardian.
Now I guess it’s time to batten down the hatches. I hear another “real” winter is coming.
member contributions.
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by Sherry Pursel

Every spring the Lake Charlevoix Association and the Tip
of the Mitt Watershed Council cooperate to do an event called
Students Experience Lake Charlevoix. For the event, 6th grade
students from all Charlevoix County schools go out on the
Beaver Islander ferry boat into Lake Charlevoix where they
attend seven different learning stations, including checking
water quality, looking for invasive species, learning about
water safety, and protecting our watershed. This year we had
about 300 students over two days who were led by two-dozen
volunteers. The experiments led by the volunteers are fun and
easy to demonstrate. VOLUNTEERS, please consider working
with us next year: contact sherryp@ lakecharlevoix.org for
information on training and volunteering.
Some unsolicited comments from students:

My favorite station was . . .
The pH scale because the people
were fun and it was cool to see
how it worked.
Sophia

The Watershed because
it was a very fun way to
warn us to be nice to our
environment. Natalie

Alien invaders because I
Benthic because you get to use
tweezers and look around in the clay got to learn about the eels
and find a mayfly and zebra mussels that kill the native fish.
Dayton
and a red worm thing. Gage
Secchi disc because I got to
reel in the disc. I could see
30’ down.
Emily
Every station was fun and
exciting. If I could I would
come back next year. Too bad,
I am going in 7th grade. Jacob

The Coast Guard because
I learned they wear
different suits for different
temperatures. Weston
It was like my best day ever.
I wish we could do it again.
Brett

Adult volunteers are welcome and need
only a small amount of training before
the sessions. Please consider joining us.
Contact sherryp@lakecharlevoix.org.

Mike Dow
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What to do about my
changing shoreline?
by Chris Heroy

All of us who live on the shores of Lake Charlevoix notice
the continual changes to our shorelines. After a walk on an
ever-diminishing shoreline, I sketched these observations then
went to the authorities to find out why.
Talking with Roxanne Merrick of the DEQ and Dean
Soloman from the MSU Extension at Boyne City, they
described the process we are in the middle of:
• As the water has risen, plant material that has died with the
rising water and debris from the lake are washing ashore.
This mixes with sand and existing plants and forms berms
of several inches in height at the water’s edge.
• Behind those berms, pools (ephemeral pools) form at the
current water level of the lake. These pools are not subject to
the high energy of Lake Charlevoix and so nurture a second

wave of sedges and reeds sending down their roots to act
as a buffer. Shoreline animals and birds also use these as
a habitat.
• Whether the water level rises or falls, this new shoreline
needs to remain undisturbed so it can
further establish itself.
To quote Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council, “Shorelines
do not exist in an unchanging condition. Unfortunately,
nature’s dynamic equilibrium and human efforts to control it
are often a poor mix.” Their booklet Shoreline Erosion is a
detailed and accurate explanation of the topic. Another good
publication by MDNR on the value of native Shorelines is
The Waters Edge. Both booklets are available to view online
at the Tip of the Mitt’s website: www.watershedcouncil.org.
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Even Higher Water Levels In 2015?
by Mike Dow

Some of the highlights:

It’s possible and even likely, according to the Great Lakes
Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL).
They say “Fall is traditionally the season when evaporation
from the lakes is highest, driven by a large temperature difference between the air and the water. Scientists are anxious to see
whether the effects of the severe winter of 2013 will impact this
fall’s evaporation rates. Another year of below-average autumn
water level decline would contribute to even higher lake levels
for 2015.”
The research-oriented forecast generated by NOAAGLERL’s AHPS in October, 2014 indicates that the water levels
of Lakes Michigan and Huron may continue to increase in the
summer of 2015 as compared with 2014. The outlook shows that
Lake Superior levels may be slightly lower in summer 2015 than
the peak of 2014.

The Charlevoix Historical Society sponsored several trips on
the excursion vessel “Keweenaw Star”.
David Miles, a local historian and the Co-Director of the
Historical Society, put together several interesting narrations of
our local history as it relates to Lake Charlevoix and Lake Michigan. One trip told the story of King Strang and his early connections with Holy Island, and also told the story about the original
iron works located at Ironton. The iron smelter sat on the land just
above today’s Landings Restaurant and Ironton Cove docks, and
gave the town its name. A second cruise discussed our long-term
relationship with the St Mary’s Cement Plant.
Keweenaw Star, keweenawexcursions.com
Charlevoix Historical Society, chxhistory.com

Lake Superior was above its monthly average levels this entire
spring and summer for the first time since 1998.

•

2014 saw the 2nd straight above average seasonal rise on both
Lake Superior and Lakes Michigan-Huron.

•

All of the Great Lakes have had above-average net basin supplies
(precipitation & runoff-evaporation) for the past 18 months.

•

Lakes Michigan-Huron reached their highest level since 1998 and
reached the long-term average for the month of September, 2014.

Science of Our Lake
by Dan Mishler

The Lake Charlevoix Association in cooperation with the
Inland Seas Education Association, Tip of the Mitt Watershed
Council and MSU Extension sponsored two educational sailing trips on the schooner “Inland Seas”. Participants, who
included government officials and local residents, boarded the
ship at Sommerset Point Marina on Lake Charlevoix. The trip
first included a fish trawl, after which the sails were hoisted
to navigate along the south shore of our Lake for small group
presentations. We heard about water quality issues from the
Inland Seas informative staff. Additionally, Dean Solomon
(MSUE) and Jennifer Gelb (TOMWC) discussed the best
practices for shoreline management. The trip received very
high reviews. We hope to repeat this excursion next summer,
so stay tuned for your chance to participate.

Inland Seas

So, Lake Charlevoix shoreline residents, be prepared for likely even
higher levels of our Lake in the summer of 2015!

Keweenaw Star

Historyby David
of Our
Lake
Miles

•
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continued from cover
as an “arduous task,” especially the large stones for the
fireplace. McLean’s dream for an island resort died with
the disastrous economy of the great
depression. He could not pay the taxes on the lots and
ownership was transferred to the county government.
Toward the end of that era, Bill Cameron, an insurance agent whose territory covered much of northern
Michigan, learned of the island and discovered that it
could be purchased for payment of taxes due. In 1931 he
was able to purchase about 2/3 of the island for himself,
his friends, and business associates in the central Michigan area. Prices were believed to be 50 cents per foot on
the east side and 25 cents per foot on the bay side. Cottages were quickly built by these friends and McLean’s
dream of a resort community was finally realized. The
offspring of these original residents still remember the
wonderful gatherings and the sense of community the island
residents shared. When William Cameron Sr. and his wife Verta
passed, Bill Jr. and his family inherited the property. Despite
living in Kansas, Bill Jr. spent a portion of every summer on the
island until his death in 2013. Bill’s wife Monsie still lives in the
McLean/Cameron cottage for much of the year along with neighbors like the Sherwoods and Blackmans, who also have 70 plus
years of family memories there. Even the majority of “newcomers” to the island have had decades in which to enjoy all that the
island has to offer.
So, is life on Holy Island really that special? Given its history
and continuity of cottage ownership, I think the residents would
offer an emphatic “yes.” The island is a place of dappled sunshine
on the forested floor, family moments forever etched in memory,
relationships that pick up in the spring where they left off in the
fall, and water that invites, regardless of its temperature.
My hunch is
that similar levels of
enthusiasm would
come from anyone
who lives on our
Lake or just spends
time by the water.
Other associations
have their own rich

traditions, many dating back to the turn of the
last century. Each of these communities has its
own historical context, architecture, formal and
informal social relationships, which set it apart.
As individual lakefront owners, our own photo
albums and guest books are testimony that life
on this Lake is good. Deborah Wyatt Fellows,
editor of Traverse Magazine, comments that life
up north is a special kind of happiness. Because
we “step out of real life and into a kind of suspended reality.” The time you spend here is not
like anything you get when you go back home.
She goes on to say, life on the Lake allows us to
enjoy “the pace, the water, and the starry nights”
which “is made even better by our willingness to
enjoy it together.” (Traverse Magazine 10/14)
So… whether you live on an island, are
a lake-front property owner, an off-shore resident, a weekender,
or a one-time visitor, just stop…gaze out at our Lake, take in the
shoreline, smell the breeze, feel the wind in your face and count
your blessings. You too can suspend reality… if you let yourself.
Joel Van Roekel is an LCA board member who lives in Holy
Island bay. He starts each day with a view of the island, enjoying its tranquility as well as its unique past. His wife Nancy is the
third generation of her family to have that privilege. (The author
appreciates information provided by Mr. Andrew Sherwood, Mrs.
Monsie Cameron, and the Charlevoix Historical Society.)

Not a member of the LCA?
And, would like to help protect our Lake?

Here’s a special opportunity…
Use the enclosed membership envelope, and join the
Lake Charlevoix Association now.
Your membership status will begin immediately.
And, it will remain in effect until the end of our
2015-2016 membership year (5/31/16).
Grab this offer today and know that you have done something unique to safeguard the well-being of our Lake.

The Lake Charlevoix Association was honored
to receive the following memorials:
In memory of Carl Bloom
by Patricia Bloom

In memory of Louis (Bud) Kohler
by Janet Kohler Dueweke

In memory of Richard Salzer
by Betty Salzer

In memory of Mildred Darnton
by Jeff & Susan Bellefleur

In memory of Bud Matthews
by Marjory J. Whelan

In memory of Robert Scherer
by Eugene & Barb Steele

In memory of Richard Dauch
by Sandy Dauch

In memory of Bill & Anne Olstrom
by Charles & Louise Vanderlaan

In memory of Charles Winn

In memory of James & Phyllis Elliott
by Bob & Sally Winter

In memory of Tom Pyke
by Susan Pyke

by Janna Winn

Lake Guardian
Program

Mike Dow
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Neighborhood Watch!
by Joe Kimmell

We are used to seeing these words refer to neighborhoods where
the residents have united to protect their homes and properties. Now we
have two entire neighborhoods joining to help protect Lake Charlevoix
through the management of their properties- Harborage Park and Harborage Point.
The Lake Charlevoix Association designed the Lake Guardian
program to reach out to those neighborhoods around the Lake where
grounds maintenance and landscaping is the responsibility of the neighborhood association rather than the individual property owners. Such
neighborhoods are encouraged to perform an analysis of their property
and the factors that may create increased harmful runoff to the Lake.
Once such areas are identified, the associations with LCA, develop a
Property Management Plan to address existing problems, and to improve the property over time.
Working with LCA and Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council, the
Harborage Park Association, near Boyne City, has become the first
neighborhood to be designated a “Lake Guardian Community” under
LCA’s Lake Guardian program. The goal is to make Harborage Park a
model of how even large tracts can be managed to protect our Lake.
Harborage Park’s property management plan includes limiting
chemical usage and using alternative chemicals where available, requiring all contractors working on the property to comply strictly with the
property management plan standards, limiting water usage and runoff,
improving the filtering effect of the grounds, and reintroducing, where
feasible, a proper waterfront greenbelt. The committee designated with
implementing and monitoring the plan will also educate residents on
actions they can take individually to enhance the effectiveness of the
property management plan. The Lake Charlevoix Association is pleased
to designate the Harborage Park Association, as the first of what we
hope will be many Lake Guardian Communities.
Secondly, the Condo Association of Harborage Point, located near
East Jordan, is currently in the approval phase of the Lake Guardian program. They face unusual challenges in developing a property
management plan to help protect our Lake. Located on a narrow parcel between Lake Charlevoix’s south arm and Highway 66, much of

the property has been developed into parking areas and other
impervious surfaces. While acknowledging the challenge, the
Condo Association board is working with LCA, Tip of the Mitt
Watershed Council, and one of LCA’s Lake Guardian landscapers, North by Nature, to determine how this property can
be improved.
Deciding to first tackle water run-off from the property,
Harborage Point designed and is installing a rain garden (see
photo) to catch and filter water from the parking and surrounding area. This can serve as a fine example that any property
around our Lake, regardless of its challenges, can be improved.
If your neighborhood would be interested in becoming
a Lake Guardian Community, or if you would like to engage
in a review of your property to see how it might be improved,
please contact Joe Kimmell (jwkimmell@gmail.com). We have
all winter to work on these plans!

Rain Garden

Dan Wiedbrauk
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Lake Charlevoix
Association
Ambassadors
Join now!

Andarew Morrell

Steven Boothe
Jim & Carol Carroll
Gary Gray
Chip Hansen
Todd & Lynda Kennedy
Jack Mackenzie
Tony Parker
Bob Pursel
Hank Ross
Pete Trantow
Nancy Van Roekel
Paul Weston
Maureen Whitehead

Mike Dow

LCA ambassadors play an important role
in assisting our organization with fulfilling its mission. They are a great resource
in that they are always ready and willing
to jump in and help. They are a great
group of volunteers and we thank them
for their support.

News Bites...
•

The LCA Annual meeting was held on July 11 at Sommerset Pointe Yacht

•

Lake Guardian Program: We were flattered recently when the Glen Lake
Association asked us to present our Lake Guardian Program to them and
then for permission to copy our program. It continues to get interest
from other lake associations.

•

Lake Guardian Program II: Pennants are now free!! Several members
have asked us if the Lake Guardian Pennants could be free of charge
and now, through a grant we have received, we can say that yes, the
Lake Guardian Pennants are free. It’s time to sign up!

•

Ice Melt Contest 2015: Please be on the lookout for information about
our Ice-Melt Contest for 2015. You will be notified via email and all
entries must be sent via email, so please make sure we have your email
address. If you have been receiving emails from LCA, then we have it.
If you haven’t been receiving emails from LCA, please send an email to
info@lakecharlevoix.org and ask that we add you to our list. We are still
working on a prize for this year, but we are sure it will be even better
than last year’s $50 gift certificate.

Club and more than 50 members were in attendance. In addition to an
update of LCA endeavors, Jennifer Gelb, restoration ecologist at Tip of
the Mitt Watershed Council (TOMWC) gave a very informative presentation about making your property more lake protecting. All attendees
received a “Native Plant Starter Kit” for use on their property. Join us
next year to receive your plants.

